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FROM THE 
PRINCIPALʼS
DESK

‘The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others.’
 -Mahatma Gandhi
 
The above-stated quote aptly describes the spirit and motivation behind the working of the Team National Ser-
vice Scheme (NSS), Shri Ram College of Commerce. The College has always upheld values of humanity and 
benevolence along with its academic rigour. It is an honour to witness the sheer determination and devotion 
of our students working tirelessly towards the upliftment of society. Throughout the year, Team NSS through 
its several laudable activities promotes the ingrained motto of ‘Selfless Seva’.The diligence and courage to 
initiate the positive social and cultural transformation is reflected in their noble deeds, awareness spreading 
campaigns, and wing activities. Their selfless approach not only inspires our stakeholders but the entire soci-
ety in stepping forward for humanity.
 
The team led under the able guidance and support of Convenor, Dr. Santosh Kumar has worked diligently 
in inspiring our students and making them socially responsible citizens. I whole-heartedly congratulate the 
team for the release of the tenth edition of ‘PRERNA’- the annual magazine of the Society. This year’s theme 
circumventing mental health is pertinent especially during the tough times of the pandemic. Hope that the in-
sights reflected in the magazine will add value to the readers. Further, their consistent efforts in releasing three 
newsletters in addition to a magazine each year are truly commendable.
 
I wish them all the best for their future endeavours!

Prof Simrit Kaur 
Principal 
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FROM THE 
PROGRAM 
OFFICERʼS 
DESK

I believe that education is not worthy enough if it is not able to bring an emotion for social welfare. In today’s 
era of competitiveness and professionalism, the purpose of education is now more focused on individual suc-
cess rather than social welfare. NSS is a platform where we try to develop a sense of welfare among young 
minds through engagement in social welfare activities. These community engagement programs help the youth 
to understand the various problems in the society and eventually their solutions turn into welfare policies as 
many of these young people take on the baton of responsibility as key decision-makers in policy formulation.

It is my privilege to be associated with the NSS unit of SRCC. Teaching and guiding the best minds of a coun-
try is certainly a great feeling. I am proud enough to say that our volunteers are admirably adhering to the NSS 
Motto of “NOT ME BUT YOU” and trying their best to bring positive changes around the society through 
different activities. The NSS unit of the college is the most active student unit in and outside the campus; 
which starts from the first day of admissions and goes on till the last working day of the session; and their zeal 
to continue working, despite the limitations that come with the shift to digital platforms, is admirable. Today I 
can confidently say that the contribution of our NSS volunteers is limited to some specific celebrations; rather 
it has now become a daily affair.

The office-bearers and volunteers have played a very crucial role in ensuring the elevation of social contribu-
tions of NSS SRCC and I express my sincere gratitude to them for enabling the objectives of NSS to become 
ground realities. I would also like to congratulate the editorial team for bringing this new issue of PRERNA to 
the readers. I wish the volunteers the very best for their future!

Dr. Santosh Kumar
Program Officer

NSS SRCC
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FROM 
THE
EDITOR

It has been quite a while since I have walked through the corridors of our college and as I write this I cannot 
help but reminisce about everything, right from the anticipation of attending NSS meetings to the excitement 
that enveloped us during SAMARPAN! My journey with NSS SRCC began as a junior member of the editori-
al wing. In my first year, NSS became my haven in college; a place that not only allowed me to learn but also 
enabled me to flourish. 

With time, NSS has taught me valuable lessons when it comes to social service. It has taught me that progres-
sive change occurs when we question our fundamental values and belief systems. It has taught me that our 
diverse identities are not our obstacles, and collectively we are what the world truly looks like. It has taught 
me that to prosper as a society, we do not need to create alternative realities to reflect our identities, we just 
need to stop resisting the one that already exists. Most importantly, NSS has served as a constant reminder of 
my privilege and has equipped me with the social tool of active empathy to counter it. It has taught me that 
the treasure of life lies within us all, and all we need to do to discover it is to pause once in a while, breathe in 
the air and feel its warmth.

The session 2020-21 was extraordinary, in more ways than I can articulate. As the world grappled with an un-
precedented health crisis, NSS also had to quickly adapt to carrying out its functions via the digital platform. 
Throughout the year, we as a team had to navigate through the challenges posed by the pandemic… from 
conducting online fundraisers to having meetings on Zoom, we somehow managed to find our rhythm. In a 
world where social distance had become the norm, we managed to form connections with each other, bound by 
our shared commitment to do our bit for societal upliftment through NSS. We may have been apart physically, 
however, today the team shares fond memories as well as a sense of kinship towards each other. 

The pandemic has also brought the conversation around mental health to the forefront. While talking about 
mental health is largely taboo in our country, the uncertainty, undue stress, and constant pressure to be produc-
tive amidst the chaos have plagued our society as the pandemic tightened its grip over the country. And these 
challenges need to be considered more seriously in the wake of a devastating second wave, as we continue to 
collectively struggle to come to terms with its aftermath. This might also be the best time to explore various 
policy options including creating online mental health awareness. I believe that there needs to be a road map 
for mental health awareness, one that includes the traditional media, government programs, the education sys-
tem, and social media. Hence, we found it appropriate that the theme for this year’s edition of Prerna should 
center around mental health, serving as a reminder to be kinder to not just those around us but also to ourselves. 
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Prerna, the annual publication of NSS SRC, is a result of extensive research, creativity, and thoughtfulness. 
And of course, as is true for any endeavor by NSS, it has a lot of heart to it. I am grateful to the NSS team for 
their contributions to the magazine and would also like to express my sincere gratitude in particular towards 
the members of the Editorial Wing. It is also imperative to acknowledge that our words on paper have been 
alleviated to another level on account of the skills and efforts of the Technical and Designing Team. And I must 
acknowledge that without the constant support of our seniors, this would not have been possible. Ranjana, 
Ipsita, and Nikunj not only encouraged us in each and every endeavor that we undertook, but they also put 
their faith in us, which enabled Srushti and I to find our voices and our confidence as editorial heads. When 
you have seniors that uplift you in such a manner,  it allows you the opportunity to truly flourish.

I hope that the articles in the magazine will enable you to gain some perspective on myriad interpretations of 
socially relevant ideas by individuals with varied ways of thinking. The magazine consists of both - literary 
pieces by members of NSS, and insights into the thoughts of the people for whom today NSS is their family. 
To me, Prerna represents the pinnacle of my journey with NSS - an experience of personal discovery and ab-
solute joy... the memories of which will transcend well beyond the time constraints of my college years.  

Naionika
Editorial Head
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FROM 
THE
EDITOR

When I first walked into SRCC, I was rather hesitant about the thought of spending the next three years of 
my life here. I was a bundle of nerves and I didn’t immediately feel at home as I walked into the red bricked 
complex. But as I stood in line, waiting to collect my admission form, I saw a group of seniors guiding other 
prospective students standing  in front of me. As I watched the seniors walk past me, I noticed their t-shirts 
said, “NSS, SRCC”. I still remember being extremely embarrassed as I asked an NSS volunteer what she 
thought about the Generic Electives, and as busy as she was, the senior from NSS still took out the time to sit 
with me as I figured out what would be a good fit for me. My first interaction with NSS had left me feeling 
confident and in control of my future. 

Ever since that sweltering summer day, NSS has continued to help me out in more ways than I can count. On 
rainy July afternoons of 2019, my seniors in the Editorial Wing helped me find my voice; It was in those fes-
tive October evenings, that I learned how to channel my voice for the good of the society; and over hot cups of 
coffee and maggi on those cold winter mornings Naionika and I first started working on the previous edition 
of Prerna under the watchful eye of our heads. 

So as Naionika and I embarked on our journey as the editorial heads our aim was to emulate a similar experi-
ence for our juniors. However, as the dust started settling on the lockdown announcement, it became clear that 
we were looking at an online academic year. Our plan of action from then on was to improvise. It was in these 
circumstances that working for NSS proved to be a  lesson in resilience and adapting to your surroundings. We 
doubted ourselves at each step- were we aiming too high, were our ideas ridiculous, would we come across 
as unprepared for the job. Amidst all the anxiety and uncertainties, Ranjana, Ipsita and Nikunj placed their 
complete faith in us. They were not only sure that we would be able to handle our juniors but also that we were 
equipped to manage the summer interns. They guided us when required and gave us complete autonomy when 
necessary. It was because of their unconditional support that we were able to make Prerna a reality. 

This edition owes more to Ipsita’s pragmatic approach, Ranjana’s words of optimism and Nikunj’s effective 
advice than it does to me or my words. Even this year’s theme is a reflection of the environment the Cabinet 
has strived to create. At NSS, our aim has always been to create a safe space- from our online channels to the 
working environment for this year’s team. We believe that we can use our reach to not just raise awareness 
about mental health in general but to leverage our influence to provide a platform to the voices that have 
hitherto been relegated to the periphery of the society. We have made immense strides in this regard from our 
weekly ‘Living Out Loud’ campaigns to our publications focusing on gender and sexual minorities. 
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This year we bring to you new perspectives on mental health- personal accounts from the desks of those strug-
gling with anxiety, those who saw the ugly face Covid-19 up close and those who are battling body image 
issues. With each essay and poem we aim to inspire a generation of changemakers that is more empathetic, 
inclusive and passionate. I hope you take away as much from reading this publication as I did while writing, 
editing and proofreading it. 

Srushti Tanaya Swain
Editorial Head
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FROM 
THE
PRESIDENT

As I write this, I realize that my 3 golden years of college are coming to an end and this entire while, NSS has 
been my constant. From volunteering and teaching kids to heading a team of more than 300 people, I can’t 
believe the changes that this journey has brought in me. I was never this confident, I was afraid of challenges, 
I had never experienced true happiness. But NSS ended up being a place where I found myself, where I found 
my tribe, and where I found my heart that now beats for service and humanity. I worship kindness and the 
people in NSS have always been very compassionate and kind. They understand the value of each other, the 
needs of our extended family and make continuous efforts to better their lives. I am grateful and proud when 
I say that even in trying times, my entire NSS family worked together and made people smile. The diverse 
ideas and approaches along with the will and dedication to work for others have instilled in me the belief that 
nothing can compare with the happiness that one experiences after serving people. Similarly, the heartwarm-
ing wishes and blessings from such people are my most treasured possessions. I will always cherish the time 
that I have spent here.

I would like to thank our respected Programme Officer, Dr. Santosh Kumar, who has supported us in every 
cause and helped us in realising the dreams of our communities. I am grateful to Principal Ma’am who has 
always believed in our honest work. I feel blessed to have been acquainted with individuals such as them for 
they have guided us and made our journey memorable. 

For me, NSS is an emotion and it will never fade away from my heart. It gives me happiness and it gives me 
a place where I can do the things that I love without hearing comments such as “Thoda apne baare mein bhi 
socho”. When I think of myself, I think of the things that I love to do, and working for people and making them 
smile are the two things that I can gladly commit myself to for the rest of my life.
This family is my home, it’s a safe place, and I cannot describe the bond that we all share here. We all are dif-
ferent yet so close to each other. We all choose our own trajectories yet our heart beats for humanity. This very 
fact makes us, ‘us’. I shall always carry these beautiful memories and learnings with me no matter where I go!

I have always firmly believed that the connections that  NSS has formed, through its work, have enabled it to 
work for the society. Our Editorial and our Technical & Marketing team have put up their souls in presenting 
the heart of NSS to all of you. This edition of Prerna focusses on mental health, with the belief that greater 
discourse around mental health and increased community support would help in mitigating the mental health 
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crisis brought upon by the pandemic. I hope that PRERNA inspires you to come together and partake in an 
endeavour to speak the truths that you carry in your hearts and minds, and I hope it inspires you to uplift not 
only yourself, but also others.. for what ultimately sustains us are the connections that we form.

“Manzil ka pata nahi lekin safar humesha yaad reh jayega
Dil mein NSS, aur zubaan par uske logo ka zikr kuch iss kadar reh jayega”

Ranjana Verma
  President 
  2020-21
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FROM THE
VICE
PRESIDENT

NSS has been very close to my heart. It has not only helped me do my bit for society but also groomed 
me as an individual. The transition from being a volunteer to Wing Head to the Vice-President has 
been very fulfilling. The journey was worth all the sacrifices. Be it volunteering for large-scale events, 
launching new projects, organizing fests, participating in competitions, or leading a team, it was here 
that I learned it all. Most of the beautiful memories I have of my three years at SRCC are somehow 
associated with NSS, and I will cherish them for life. It has been like a family for me since day one. 
From my seniors who guided me in every difficulty to my teammates who were more than supportive 
throughout the journey to my lovely bunch of juniors, who handled everything so flawlessly even 
during the toughest of times, I couldn’t have asked for anything more. 
The past year has been tough and unprecedented, the transition to everything being digitised al-
most overnight hasn’t been a cakewalk. But what didn’t change was our dedication and commitment 
to serve. Whether it be organizing fundraisers or providing internet services to children of Project 
Sanskar, our volunteers have tried to keep the motto of “Selfless Seva’’ above everything else. The 
value and role of social service in society becomes all the more important during such trying times, 
and it is joyous to see people take inspiration from our work.
I have seen my entire team giving their best to achieve our shared goals. I have had the privilege to 
witness NSS grow in the past three years. Words will never be enough to express how grateful I am 
to NSS and its members for giving me the best possible time at SRCC, innumerable experiences, and 
lifelong memories. Leaving NSS will be the toughest task for me this year but I have full faith that 
NSS will continue to do what it has done, and make the world a better place every day.
Our annual magazine ‘PRERNA’ is a reflection of the work we do, conveyed through words. We hope 
our words inspire you to do your bit for society. 
I wish all my readers a very Happy Reading!

Nikunj Agrawal 
Vice President 

2020-21
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FROM
THE
SECRETARY

National Service Scheme (NSS), as I always accentuate, isn’t a society of SRCC but the lowermost, 
decentralized ground of working where volunteers from all spheres, assimilate to form a unit that 
works selflessly for value creation, value addition and valuation of the critical aspects of life.

Being in NSS for 3 years has been a wholesome journey, right from the time of induction when I 
was completely unaware of its constituents to being the Creative Head and now, leading the team as 
Secretary.

Much like everyone in the team, NSS has been a muffle for me- providing me warmth, the space to 
discover myself, the means to improve, the shades of positivity and satisfaction, intrinsically going 
through the transition while being able to add value to the causes, all under its ambit. These three 
years of my college life were shaped entirely by NSS and that is why we call it our “NSS Family”. It 
is because of NSS that today I aim to serve society in a broader sense. It also helped me overcome my 
biggest inhibition, and raise my voice on an international stage.

Right from the seniors, who have constantly guided, inspired and supported me, to the juniors, who 
have been the primary component in strengthening the whole team, to the volunteers who form the 
basic unit of our working- it’s been fulfilling in every sense.

I wouldn’t call our team of 2020-21 the fortunate for they had to take up two challenges- one, the 
on-the-ground impact creation and two, the digital inclusion during these unprecedented times of the 
pandemic, but it’s good to see how the team has shattered all boundaries and gone ahead to adapt, ad-
just and abide by the need of the hour. This feat is due to the efforts of each and every one in the team, 
in the front or at the background, towards bringing in new initiatives, conducting projects skillfully, 
carrying out collaborations- all this without giving up an inch of our commitment towards the bet-
terment of the society as a whole. Every Project worked flawlessly without compromises on quality. 
Every Social Wing carried on with its activities through changed methodologies and every Support 
Wing ensured greater awareness and enrichment.
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It’s nothing short  of a privilege to write here, in this column. If our team has created even the smallest 
positive impact in the lives of people, I’m proud because I understand that every big change begins 
from the smallest efforts. Leaving NSS would be difficult but I have full faith that the upcoming teams 
and team leaders will definitely break previous records.

Our annual magazine ‘PRERNA’ amplifies our achievements and successes and lets the readers get a 
feel of the work we do. Surely, words are mightier than swords, and the ultimate gift of life.

With this, I wish everyone, Happy Reading!
Ipsita Dhir

Secretary 
2020-21
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ANXIETY IN COLLEGE STUDENTS

The first day of college. The excitement in the air 
from the thought of leaving the past behind and 
finding a glorious future. New friends, new teachers, 
perhaps a new relationship, freedom from parental 
nagging, and experimentation with sexuality. All 
within reach of your palms.
Underlying the first day is the tension of starting a 
new life.

Will I make new friends? Will I find someone to be 
my roommate? Will I find other queers like me? Will 
I be able to cope with the pressure of this college? 
How will I manage my food allergies?

A sample shot of what can be running in the head 
of a teenager, now almost an adult. For most people, 
these initial days of butterflies pass smoothly. We 
make friends, go out and find our mojo in life. Yet, 
for others, it is a difficult journey of feeling safe and 
at home.

The triggers for the journey are too many to enu-
merate. Simple ones spoken in the media are about 
classmate competition and examination pressure. 
The grading system says we are better than others, 
and that will translate to income. Will that “income” 
guarantee us happiness? No one knows. Unlike the 

west, it is not easy in India to switch majors.
Others will have issues of peer pressure and loneli-
ness. Some will become popular, and the ones left be-
hind wonder – What is wrong with me? I wish I were 
prettier. My social media page gets four likes, and my 
friends have hundreds. What am I doing wrong? 

Sexuality and relationships in the golden world of 
college can be exciting. Most come unscathed, yet 
another feels suicidal.  The relationship that was so 
promising did not work out. Seeing the photographs 
of your old girlfriend splashed on social media is not 
easy for anyone’s ego post-breakup. 

The ones who walk away feeling happy, the ones left 
behind bitter and in need of closure. 

Even worse are deeply personal issues from the past 
or perhaps present. Rape, abuse, or discovering your 
sexuality. Am I Bisexual, lesbian, or straight? And for 
others, the fear of sex, the excitement of it combined 
with the anxiety of it, and then another lonely group. 
Why can I not find a girlfriend or a boyfriend?

All these triggers can be affecting you if not ad-
dressed and if carried over long periods. These 
symptoms might be categorized as physical, mental, 

By Monica Kapur
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HARBOURING UNWANTED THOUGHTS

The last few months have been hard. I’ve just wanted 
to curl up in my bed, hibernate, and wake up only af-
ter the pandemic gets over. Even now, I spend a lot of 
my time overthinking and overanalyzing situations. 
The disparate days of the pandemic have turned me 
into a pessimistic person.

When I was in 10th grade, there was a lot of pres-
sure on me to score a good percentage. Just as I 
was nearing the much awaited session break after 
board exams, the stress of scoring well morphed into 
anxiety exacerbated by the imposition of the first 
lockdown. During this time, I came to know that a 
very close friend of mine lost a parent. When I got to 
know about it, I instantly broke down into tears and 
found myself gasping for breath. Sometimes, I won-
der if that sprouted roots of anxiety in me. A year 
later, I have understood that death is inevitable and 
the only way to stay calm is to accept it. However, 
this realisation doesn’t make it any easier to handle 
the emotional breakdowns when we lose our loved 
ones.  I can’t help but wonder about the thousands of 
people who died everyday even before the pandemic 
- the soldier who died serving and protecting their 
country, the teenager who died of suicide, the woman 
who was sexually abused and murdered, the cancer 

patient who took chemotherapy for months but still 
didn’t make it, or the adult who died of cardiac arrest. 
This number has increased exponentially because of 
Covid-19. Millions of people die every day and to us, 
they are just numbers and statistics we see in the 9 
o’clock news.
 
It is extremely important to have empathy even for 
the people we don’t know personally. It’s impossi-
ble to know how much a person goes through on a 
routine basis. All this brings me to the conversation 
around mental health. We always talk about how a 
person should reach out or seek professional help 
when they are struggling, but I strongly believe cre-
ating that space for people to open up and talk about 
how they feel is extremely important too. Being judg-
mental or unkind hinders that process. 

So, I’ll start. I feel anxious sometimes and I’m trying 
to do my best to deal with it. I always keep a smile 
on my face because I cannot afford to let down my 
guard in front of my family. I don’t want to feel this 
way. Am I delirious? Has the fever gone to my head? 
Maybe it’s all in my head. I keep telling myself that it’s 
a phase and it’ll pass. Nonetheless, I hate this. These 
are just some of the thoughts that I’ve had over the 

By Purvi Pandita 
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last few months.

I tested positive for Covid-19 in early April 2021 
along with my mother and brother. I had all symp-
toms apart from major breathing issues. It’s a tough 
task to explain how demoralizing it is to be sick but 
I’m going to try nonetheless. I never actually realized 
how important having good health is until that point. 
It is extremely disheartening to feel like you can’t do 
anything. It’s exhausting to eat, talk, or even laugh 
along with the added stress that comes with missing 
out on school and classes. But the worst thing, with-
out a doubt, is seeing your parents sailing in the same 
boat as you. Witnessing my mother being sick broke 
my heart each day. Hearing my father cry because he 
felt lonely without his family was shattering. At one 
point, all three of us were so sick that we upgraded 
from a dosage of 12 pills to 30 pills per day. I started 
ignoring messages from my relatives and friends that 
enquired about my wellbeing. For me, responding 
to such texts was difficult considering it was just a 
reminder of the fact that I wasn’t showing any signs 
of betterment. One day, my oxygen dropped to 92% 
and I could hear my mother’s voice crack in panic. 
While the symptoms of the novel coronavirus are 
well documented, what doesn’t get nearly as much 
attention as it deserves is the trauma that comes with 
it. The sheer helplessness and the stress caused by the 
uncertainties will stay with me forever. I can even say 
that Covid-19 messed up my mind more than my 
lungs.
 
Even after two weeks passed, I still tested positive. I 
didn’t care this time. I just wanted to get some work 
done so I could feel a little less bad about myself. 
Amidst this tiring cycle, another  close relative, my 
mom’s brother, contracted the virus. His health was 
deteriorating and he was in dire need of hospitaliza-
tion. We were all at our wit’s end, calling up different 
people for oxygen cylinders and different hospitals to 
check if any beds were available. I’d keep telling my 
mother that everything would be fine soon only to 
receive a singular response from her: “How?”. I did 
not know what to tell her thereafter because I had 

never seen her feel this helpless. The truth is that I 
just couldn’t bear to see my mother cry. Knowing 
that I could not help her only made matters worse for 
me and my mental health.   

What was and is one supposed to do in such a situ-
ation? I wish there was a handbook on how to deal 
with such difficult times, but there isn’t.
 
After going through this experience and watching 
people struggle for air everyday, I have comprehend-
ed the fact that life is extremely unfair sometimes 
and absolutely nothing in this world is everlasting. 
Everything is temporary - from teenage relationships 
to good and bad times both. Something as small 
as faith in God’s plan might sound naive to a lot of 
people, but that is what has kept me going. I believe 
that maybe I’m going through this in order to gain an 
understanding of what real problems are. I also feel 
grateful that I may be going through a tough time but 
there are millions of people who have it worse and 
recognize my privilege. I get to continue my edu-
cation while sitting at home while there are people 
out there struggling for basic necessities like oxy-
gen, water and food. The only way we can deal with 
anything is through acceptance. Acceptance of the 
past, present and future. Talking to one’s friends and 
family is important. One must never feel that they’re 
alone because so many people go through the same 
things. The reason why I’ve shared things that are so 
deeply personal to me is that I know at least a few 
people will relate to it in some way or the other. The 
most important thing one should remember is that 
whatever life throws at you, you’re tougher than you 
think. Even if you’re alone, you’re not alone in this.
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CONVERSING MENTAL HEALTH: THE NEED 
FOR GOING BEYOND SOCIAL MEDIA

Kabir has not been in a good headspace lately. He 
often finds himself feeling overwhelmed, lonely and 
has this constant feeling of sadness lurking around in 
his mind, the reason for which he is unable to figure 
out.  He is not sure about who to talk to about his 
feelings, feelings that he isn’t very sure about either 
and turns towards social media, looking for answers. 
He finds his friends posting and talking about men-
tal health, about how we should listen to the people 
around us and look out for them. All this makes 
Kabir feel better, even relieved. He finds some of 
his friends posting about going through something 
similar which makes him feel not alone, which is a 
powerful thing. when he tries to talk to these people, 
is not very satisfied. He does not get any answers and 
most of them do not even listen to him. Kabir, to his 
surprise, even finds some people who he knows are 
not very kind in real life and try to bully him and his 
friends, posting about caring about others’ mental 
health. Kabir is now confused more than ever. The 
difference between the real personalities of some 
people and their presentation of themselves on social 
media has made Kabir very unsure about whom to 
trust or not.
The above-described story is a classic example of 
most of our social media experience. The platform, 

which is hailed for providing a medium of expres-
sion and facilitating conversations on almost all the 
topics, for all the right reasons, more often than not, 
ends up creating confusion in the minds of people.   

Conversing Mental Health on Social Media: 
Impactful Conversations or Utter 
Confusion
Social media websites provide an easy way to connect 
and communicate worldwide, provide entertainment 
and help spread awareness regarding many issues 
among the masses. All these are the benefits which 
make social media an absolute hit among people 
today. But the biggest advantage which social media 
offers to its users is undoubtedly a free space where 
people can  express what and how they feel about 
certain things and can engage in meaningful con-
versations with people on the internet, both known 
and unknown. This feature of social media which 
facilitates conversations goes beyond the boundaries 
of nations, groups, ideologies etc. has emerged as a 
great tool to initiate conversations about less talked 
about issues in the society and to a great extent has 
helped to destigmatize the topics. Mental health is 
one such topic.

By Harshi Kumar
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Even though 1 in 5 people are affected by mental 
health illnesses at some point in their lives, the topic 
is not discussed freely in the real world. The stig-
ma surrounding the issue is so huge that it makes 
conversing about mental health almost a taboo in 
our society. Lack of communication leads to lack of 
understanding regarding the issue, which makes the 
people who are going through the same feel alone 
and often ashamed of their situation. Social media 
has helped fight this stigma surrounding the issue 
substantially and has emerged as a safe place for 
discussing our mental health issues or generally a 
great platform to learn about them. However, just 
like every coin has two sides, social media also comes 
with its fair share of demerits.
One of the biggest disadvantages of social media is 
that because everyone can freely express their opin-
ions, there is little check on the harms created by 
this activity. With anyone and everyone allowed to 
share their thoughts, many times people who do not 
have the required understanding of mental health 
issues tend to give their advice on it. People who are 
looking for help don’t often realize that and believe in 
everything they see and hear on the internet. 
Many people, who couldn’t care less about others 
in real life, are often seen sharing posts and stories 
related to being kind, which creates mistrust among 
the minds of those who were looking for some safe 
space over the internet. People need to understand 
that mental health conversations are not just another 
trend initiated by their favourite celebrities. They’re 
serious conversations which need to be applied in 
real life, and don’t end with one instagram story.
Moreover, high social media usage also plays a signif-
icant role in increasing mental health issues among 
people. The ‘compare and despair effect’ is a big cause 
of anxiety and depression among the users who con-
stantly compare their own life with the people on the 
internet and fail to make correct judgements.
All this narrows down to one point, social media 
may be a great tool to destigmatize the topic of 
mental health and help in promoting conversations 
around it, but the conversations and actions need to 
exist outside of it. 

The Case of Social Media Influencers
Let us get back to the story of Kabir. Kabir, as we 
saw earlier, is pretty confused with the mental health 
conversations culture on the internet. He discusses 

this with one of his friends, Tara, who tells him about 
some of the social media influencers who spread 
awareness regarding mental health issues through 
their content. On learning this, Kabir becomes excit-
ed and decides to follow them. After following them 
for a few days, Kabir realizes that their content is not 
helping him. He understands what they are saying 
but just can’t seem to implement it in his own life. 
Moreover, he feels that the engagement is only one 
way, that is, it is only him listening to them with no 
one actually listening to him and understanding his 
situation.
Social media today is flooded with influencers who 
use their platform to make people aware of mental 
health issues and are doing their bit to make the 
internet the safe space for conversing about mental 
health.. This is a great step towards normalising the 
issue. When people see other people talk honest-
ly about their feelings, they feel empowered to do 
so as well. Many influencers inspire and motivate 
people to come to terms with their feelings and not 
feel guilty about them. However, the problem begins 
when instead of just trying to initiate conversations 
or building a more inclusive community, they focus 
on providing ‘solutions’ to the issues. While there is 
absolutely nothing wrong with helping people out by 
providing them with personally experienced solu-
tions to their problems, it cannot replace a profes-
sional’s advice or insight. Social media influencers 
are just people who can use their platform to spread 
awareness and hence, should not act like profession-
al therapists nor should they be perceived that way. 
First of all, people need to understand that mental 
health issues are not just ‘problems’ that will go away 
with one solution, which is often - just talk it out. It is 
a much more nuanced issue.
It is not as if every social media influencer talking 
about the issue is a part of a problem and should just 
stop doing it. Not at all. One is simply saying that 
people need to be more responsible and empathetic 
with the kind of content they put up, and the audi-
ence too should be careful as to what to follow. There 
are mental health professionals, often called mental 
health advocates, who are trying to make a real dif-
ference through their social media presence. Try to 
look for them, understand what they are saying and 
look for what is best for you.

MENTAL HEALTH EDUCATION
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Mental health is a difficult topic to discuss and ini-
tiating conversations around it in schools can have 
a huge impact. If children are made aware of the 
importance of the issue from a young age and given a 
free space to discuss and express how they feel, they 
will grow up to be a much better and confident ver-
sion of themselves. Taking care of students’ mental 
health should not just end with an appointment of a 
school counsellor. Schools should be compulsorily 
made to teach the importance of mental health, the 
issues around it, how and when a person should ask 
for help, what are the resources available for help and 
a lot more. Initiating mental health awareness clubs, 
the inclusion of mental health education in schools’ 
curriculum, promotion of a culture of cooperation 
instead of competition are some of the few steps 
which should be taken and acted upon. 

BE CONSCIOUS OF THE LANGUAGE
You all must have observed that many people use the 
word ‘depressed’ for being sad or call someone ‘bipo-
lar’ just because they are indecisive. This is nothing 
but a gross misinterpretation of mental health is-
sues. It not only makes it even more difficult for the 
people who are actually suffering with such issues 
to understand the gravity of their issues, but also 
has a huge role in brushing off the seriousness of the 
issues. When mental health disorders are irrespon-
sibly slipped into daily conversations, it shows how 
blatantly insensitive we are as a society. Mental health 
disorders are not adjectives and should not be treated 
like ones. If you see yourself or anyone around reduc-
ing mental health disorders to mere adjectives, take 
a moment and acknowledge the mistake. It is a small 
step capable of making a big change.

FOLLOW  WHAT YOU PREACH YOU ON 
THE INTERNET IN REAL LIFE 
Posting stories and captions related to mental health 
on your social media accounts makes little to no 
sense when you are doing absolutely nothing in real 
life to reflect upon  what you preach. It makes it 
difficult for people to believe that they can actually 
reach out. It makes it difficult to believe that there 
are people who would actually lend an ear and help 
them. Don’t be an ‘armchair activist’, make efforts, be 
kind, and reach out to people. If not this, just don’t 
pretend, it is a decently good step to begin with.

DEMAND FOR POLICY INTERVENTION
Governments, both local and central, need to un-
derstand the importance of mental health and take 
necessary steps and actions to promote the same in 
their territories, after carefully examining the needs 
of their people. Policy intervention for the provision 
of socio-economic empowerment, social support, 
professional mental health facilities and facilitation 
of dialogue and raising awareness should be de-
manded. Governments should begin to treat mental 
health issues as an integral part of overall health. This 
will not only help people to get the required help but 
also normalise the issue. The recent appointment of 
the  ‘Ministry of Loneliness’ in Japan is an example 
of how governments should take on the responsibil-
ity of mental health for their citizens for the overall 
welfare of society.

SPREAD AWARENESS
Spreading awareness is the best way to normalise the 
issue of mental health. When more people become 
aware of the issue, society will become more accept-
ing and sensitive towards the people struggling with 
it. We need to have conversations about how normal 
yet grave mental health issues are. Educate yourself 
and others regarding the issue. Even if one person 
decides to talk to  another person about it, the chain 
reaction will help us achieve huge positive results. 

CONCLUSION
Social media is a great platform to initiate conversa-
tions, freely discuss topics that are considered to be 
taboo in society and learn. However, for a sensitive 
topic like mental health which requires our urgent 
attention, mere discussions over the internet will 
not help. It should be our responsibility to ensure 
that the words spoken on the internet get convert-
ed into actions on the ground level. Kabir’s story 
helps us to understand how conversations related 
to mental health on social media may not prove to 
be of great help unless and until there are actual 
resources around us which can help. Such resources 
may include a good school counsellor, approach-
able mental health professionals, understanding and 
aware parents, friends etc. Discussing mental health 
over the internet surely helps to spread awareness 
and normalise the issue but real help can be provided 
only when concrete actions are taken too beyond the 
internet. 
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BODY IMAGE - THE SNAP THAT MATTERS

How do you feel when you look at yourself in 
the mirror or a photograph? Have you ever 
noticed the kind of thoughts that cross your 
mind at that first look?

Yes, those very thoughts, whether good or 
bad, define the kind of body image you have 
in your mind. Those thoughts are formed and 
influenced by several factors such as the way 
people look in one’s surroundings, pictures 
that one sees on social media, shows, and 
movies that one watches for entertainment, 
and even the way one’s family member treats, 
standardizes, and talks about appearances. 
Body image is based on perceptions and is 
different for different people. Due to the easy 
availability of social media, it has a significant 
impact on one’s perception. Social media in-
fluences body standards or body goals, and if 
one doesn’t comply with them, it may start af-

fecting a person negatively. The kind of body 
image one can have a considerable impact on 
a person’s esteem and confidence. 

Having a positive body image which means 
embracing the way one looks despite the 
social standards can make a person have the 
confidence to represent themselves, their 
work, and their thoughts openly. They nat-
urally feel comfortable in both solitude and 
social gatherings. Whereas, a person becomes 
incapable of sharing and learning openly 
because of low self-esteem and confidence 
due to a negative body image formed in their 
minds. Social gatherings become difficult, 
and a lot of times, thoughts of self-doubt take 
over the mind when alone. The impact of a 
negative body image also leads to self-harm-
ing by unhealthy diets, incompatible work-
outs, and the failure to meet idealized bodies 

By V.Vaishnavi
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can lead to eating disorders and suicide 
ideations.

To eradicate such negativity, we need to 
build a positive environment mainly on 
social platforms and within families. One 
needs to understand the difference be-
tween a healthy body and a socially ideal 
body. Everyone’s body is unique, hence the 
body index mass, which needs to be kept 
in check with a qualified physician’s in-
volvement. The shape of a body itself does 
not define the health of that body. Health 
is holistic, and it needs to be kept in check, 
inside out.

What we need as a society is to be more 
kind to each other, enabling everyone to 
embrace their uniqueness. We shouldn’t 
need validation from others. We need to 
accept ourselves and love the body we have 
so much that we strive to keep it fit and 
healthy as long as we live.

Submission by Suhasini Yadav 

 “You carry so much love in your heart. Give some to yourself.” 
-  R. Z
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I wake up only to find myself drowning in dark-
ness; the depths it could reach are unknown. I am 
surrounded in an orbit of silence. As I drown, I am 
unable to swallow the unknown grief.

As I drown, I am unable to breathe in the grave 
melancholy. I hit rocks of vulnerability that send pain 
down through my spine. As I gasp for a sudden dose 
of closure and cure, my vision blurs. Actions seem 
like movements and interactions feel like remote-at-
tack.

Voices, Background Noises.
It was too late for a recovery, I thought, in a fainted 
state. Sometimes suffering becomes a compulsion, 
not an option.
“How many times can you have a heartbreak?”, I 
ask the waning moon in the sea of darkness, for I 
thought it gives us too many cracks, it’s too fragile.
“Heartbreaks are spells that break a few vials,’’ she 
said.
“The vials which are caged often need a big hit to 
open, to leak the positivity potion in you.”

Slowly I open my eyes, my vision starts to clear, 
the leak slowly spreads all-over lifting me upwards. 
I could sense the surface, a colourful orbit now, 
a chrysalis I entered flapping my wings strong. I 
look back only to realize I tore upon a cocoon and 
emerged with beautiful stitches!

The resilience paints hues of strength and hope in 
me. I look back now, the cocoon, now a faraway land 
waiting to start the magic drill to someone else.

THE RESILIENCE COCOON
By Meena Priyadarsnee K
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AN OPEN LETTER TO ANXIETY

Dear Reader,

I know you’re trying to not (over) think about that 
thing again and wishing to have some temporary 
‘switch off ’ button to your mind. You’re clueless when 
people ask you, “Why are you anxious?” I know at 
that moment there’s no specific one thing that comes 
to you as a possible reason. It may sound stupid to 
other people, and you may feel silly about it yourself. 
But trust me, not knowing why you are anxious is 
completely alright. 

I see you are tired of running after a string of 
thoughts or perhaps many strings of many thoughts. 
And all you wish for is a person to be there, to listen 
to all you have to say; instead of your friends tell-
ing you to ‘stop thinking’ because we all know that 
doesn’t help a bit.

I know you’re a happy-go-lucky person who likes to 
live in a world of make-believe, finding joy in little 
things, jumping around happily. But these days all 
you have been jumping onto is random conclusions 
and what-ifs.

But you know what, doubting yourself doesn’t mean 
that you won’t be successful. It may come to you as 
a shock that so many people behind the big screens 
have anxiety disorders too. They have times of self-
doubt, but that doesn’t stop them from reaching great 
heights. Oprah Winfrey, Deepika Padukone, Hrithik 
Roshan, Adele, Anushka Sharma, just to name a few, 
have been battling with anxiety and what most of 
them preach is ‘self-love’ and ‘embracing your own-
self ’. They believe these two things have the power to 
help you sail through all the storms that life throws 
your way.

I get it how after gathering a lot of courage you finally 
made up your mind to initiate a conversation about 
your mental health and everything you’re going 
through, with your parents. And just when you 
were about to explain them, they casually passed a 
comment which triggered you. And though it’s not 
their fault, that they aren’t able to understand what 
you’re going through, you have convinced yourself to 
not talk to them again, to save it from coming back 
at you. Finding people to confide in has become a 
constant struggle, because of your anxiety issues. I 

By Pranjal Jain
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know trusting people and opening up hasn’t been 
an easy task for you, you’re always afraid of being 
judged by other people. And now, upon realizing 
that you can’t turn to your parents, all your efforts 
towards opening-up have returned to square one. 
But that need not stop you from trying to look for 
other people- a friend, a relative, a teacher, or any 
person. All you need is one person, someone who 
understands and creates a comfortable space for you 
to talk.

People may also perceive you as an overachiever or 
a ‘star’ kid, but there are times when you can’t meet 
your expectations, and that is honestly fine. Don’t 
be hard on yourself. And don’t let expectations of 
other people take a toll on you, they can keep their 
expectations to themself. And I see you have been 
trying to find your calling lately, but the roadblocks 
are making you lose confidence?  Listen, have a 
little faith in yourself because I know you don’t give 
up just because things get tough. Let go of the days 
when you promised yourself to do something but got 
caught up with other things instead. Make yourself 
understand that not having a productive day is al-
right. Who’s defining productivity anyway? Nobody, 
it’s you and your expectations from yourself alone 
that take you down that disappointing road. So set 
goals but realistic ones, and make sure to give all you 

have, because, in the end, it’s the effort and the learning 
that counts and takes one a long way! 

You know I understand that anxiety is not just daily 
worrying, that it’s more. It’s so much more than that. 
You have a pit-like feeling in your stomach, your body 
feels numb and at that moment, you can’t do anything 
properly. But I also understand that anxiety is not 
rigid, it’s different for different people, and everyone 
has their coping mechanisms, be it sleeping it away or 
distancing yourself. So just don’t feel guilty about your 
way of dealing with it, because remember, it’s okay to 
occupy some space, alright?

I understand that life’s not been a walk on rose petals 
lately, it’s been tough. There are thorns and bushes and 
only a handful of petals. And though I cannot assure 
you or ascertain when life will become all rose petals 
or if it at all will, just know that someday, you’ll look 
back and be proud of yourself for hanging in there and 
not giving up. Until that happens, I’m here, we are all 
in this together, strong enough to get through it all. 
Also, don’t forget that you’re made up of matter, and 
you matter a lot. You have got this!

Love and hugs,
Someone who’s always high on anxiety.

Submission by Parul Vaishnav 
 “She is the kind of queen that knows her crown isn’t on her head but in her soul” 

- Adrian Michael
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THE NIGHT SKY 

With pride and joy within my heart
And a smile on my face
I climb up to the terrace

Blowy winds and snowy mist filling the place

I sat down on the ladder
To look up and breathe fresh air

Lifting my head up to the sky
Into the starred and moonlit room

I enter into the state of trance
Clueless about life, sweat appears on my forehead

And my limbs quiver and shiver
Tears roll down my cheeks

And I get my legs close
I lose my power

I feel feeble and chaotic
To the space that gave me the question I ask for the answer

Staring at the night sky

By Lavanya Desiraju
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In October, a mentorship program of 6 weeks, 'Paathshala 2.0' was organized, 
where volunteers who were driven to serve society through the outlook of 
teaching were invited to participate.  It was hosted to look for interns to teach 
underprivileged children and subsequently ran from June to July 2020.  

Additionally, a successful fundraiser event enabled the team to channel  
resources wisely. From providing data packages to students to providing a gadget, 
they tried to make a di�erence. An Acer tab was provided to the most meritorious
student of Project Sanskar, Tamanna and her siblings who were in dire need of a
device during the pandemic.

The children, therefore, get the opportunity to interact and get guidance
from the best minds of the country and are encouraged to think out of the 
box which fosters creative thinking amongst them. 

Project Sanskar is an enriching experience not only for the children but also for 
the volunteers who put their heart and soul into the success of this project. 
These children serve as a source of inspiration for them. Where there is a will, 
there is a way, and we have identi�ed our way to give wings to the young minds.
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“Alone we can do so little; together we can do much.”- Helen Keller 

Every action begins with a desire. In lieu of Project Sanskar, NSS SRCC launched UDAAN on 
8 November 2020 - a campaign aimed at equipping all the children educated under Sanskar 
with all that they need to soar high and touch the sky- from mentorship to financial aid. With 
this new campaign, NSS hopes to place the bright minds in Project Sanskar on an equal foot-
ing with children across the world. The first student to avail the benefits of this campaign was 
Rajinder, who was admitted to Zakir Husain College, Delhi University, last year. The cam-
paign hopes to see the rest of the children achieving similar heights. Together, we are and will 
be providing wings to the dreams of these dedicated children. 

UDAAN
EK NAYI PEHAL
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FEELINGS IN WORDS AND 
ON PAPER
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By Keshav
Class X

By Raj
Class VII

By Yuvraj
Class IX

By Pramod
Class VII

By Shiv
Class XII
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“Some people look for a beautiful place. Others make a place beautiful.” - Haz-
rat Inavat Khan

With a heart for service and an intention to spread endless joy and warmth, NSS 
SRCC organized “SAMARPAN’21 - Ek Kadam Aarohi Ki Ore”, its annual 
fest on the 27th and 28th of February, 2021. The fest offered its participants an 
opportunity to experience selfless love, up-close! The fest was held in collab-
oration with AAROHI, an organization that works considerately for the cause 
of community development in the rural Himalayan regions and all the proceeds 
from the funds raised through SAMARPAN’21 have been channeled towards 
providing quality healthcare and education, empowering local women, prompt-
ing sustainable development and reviving traditional culture and practices.

The opening ceremony was held on 27th February 2021. The ceremony was 
graced with an address by our Principal Ms. Simrit Kaur and our Programme 
Officer, Dr. Santosh Kumar. Ms. Ayushi Chand, an Indian Economic Service 
Officer, who is currently serving as the Deputy Director, Ministry of Finance, 
Government of India, and Dr. Pankaj Tewari, Executive Director at AAROHI, 
truly illuminated our two-day festival. 
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In an endeavour to positively influence the thinking of individuals, NSS SRCC 
organized CONVERGENCE 5.0, a celebration and confluence of NSS units 
across India, as its flagship event under Samarpan’21. The event aimed to con-
nect volunteers pan India with the hope to have constructive discussions around 
social issues that require our agency including mental health crisis, old age 
abandonment, sex education, etc. After weeks of ideation, preparation, and plan-
ning, the event finally concluded successfully and the NSS unit of Usha Pravin 
Gandhi College of Arts, Science, and Commerce in Mumbai emerged as the 
winning team.

“It was our first time when UPG NSS represented itself in a national-level com-
petition. We would like to thank the entire organizing team for providing us with 
this opportunity to network with such dedicated NSS volunteers throughout the 
nation.”
- Team UPG NSS, Winners

SOCIO-BEE 7.0, serving as a platform for ideas that can positively impact 
the world, was organized to enable budding social entrepreneurs to come up 
with innovative business plans centred around issues of social significance and 
providing them with a platform to present feasible solutions to pragmatically 
address social problems that plague our society. With teams of both schools and 
college students from all over India, the event witnessed diverse, practical, and 
extremely thoughtful action plans to tackle social problems and great entrepre-
neurship skills.

“Working in and pulling off a business plan competition was an incredible ex-
perience. Socio-Bee has allowed me to encounter students of different colleges, 
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who have presented their business plans with a motive to selflessly help and 
create change in society. Leading this event has enhanced my ability to think 
unconventionally, yet be flexible to open ideas, which could not be possible 
without the zestful team of juniors, co-heads, and seniors.”
- Sri Vaishnavi, Co-Head of Socio-Bee

“Participating in Socio Bee was an enriching experience. The event, as a whole, 
was well-organized and all the rounds were enthralling. I learned how one can 
pitch effectively and present their idea more efficiently. Looking forward to par-
ticipating in similar events in the future!” - Devesh Maniramka, Winner

“My experience has been a memorable one; both in terms of this being the first 
college event I was part of as well as learning the dynamics of making case 
studies as we were asked to make them for the participants. Also, I could under-
stand the meaning of the line that the real test of critical thinking is in making 
case studies.”
-Sanjana Dixit, Organising Member

RURAL RE-TALE 5.0, a social case study competition, aimed to bring togeth-
er participants pan India who have a drive not only to address social issues but 
rather managed to come up with practically feasible solutions for the same.

“It felt great to be a part of such a virtual event where we could give sugges-
tions regarding the problems of Aarohi. During this event, I learned a lot of new 
things. I enjoyed interacting with the members of NSS and the staff of Aarohi. It 
was a new experience for us where we could participate from our home during 
the lockdown.” - Akshita Singal, Participant
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PRIVATE EYE, a fun event that involved solving a murder mystery was also 
organized to ensure that the amusement of the fest remains intact. The event 
not only had the participants laughing and puzzled but also questioned the so-
cial dilemma that one goes through, while simultaneously being involved in the 
investigation to solve a nail-biting mystery.

“Private Eye was aimed towards a righteous cause and was also a great learn-
ing experience for me. It gave me a chance to get acquainted with the skill of 
event organization, how to put forward your suggestions, and definitely how to 
deliver the best. We successfully crafted a nerve-wracking story, curated forms, 
and even posed as actors for different characters… full of adrenaline rush and 
suspense, a super engaging and exciting event was pulled off.” - Shruti Garg, 
Organising Member
“Murder Mystery was a great game, and I participated in such a competition 
for the first time. The communication was top-notch, so was the story of the 
game. Would love to participate again!” - Sadhvi Pandey, Winner
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There is no such thing as too much creativity. NSS SRCC also organized a 
DOODLE ART COMPETITION to address social issues through creative 
artistry skills. Vanshika Anand emerged as the winner of the competition for her 
beautiful artwork aimed at empowering the cause of body positivity, a social 
movement initially created to empower overweight individuals, while also chal-
lenging how society presents and views the physical body.

Stereotypes trap us and often the need to conform to them prevents us from 
spreading our wings and instill fear in us to fit into boxes. Acknowledging the 
need to combat stereotypes and providing a platform enabling students to freely 
express themselves, SEIZE THE STEREOTYPE was an event aimed to tackle 
the detrimental impacts of stereotypes concerning various people of the soci-
ety and break free from the pressure to conform that stereotypes often evoke in 
people. The winner for the Seize The Stereotype was Shrestha from the School 
of Open Learning (Delhi University)
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‘WEAVE THE CAUSE’ was an event for budding writers providing them 
with an opportunity to unleash their creativity. The participants were required to 
complete a story based on a prompt given.

“I had to complete the story based on a prompt given in the registration form. It 
was quite challenging as I had to write a story in about 250 words and submit it 
in 2 days. The competition provided me with a platform to express my thoughts 
and improve my creative thinking. I never thought of winning the competition, I 
just took part in it because I love writing. It gives me immense pleasure to have 
won it.”
- Muskan Saini, Winner 

The pandemic robbed all of us of the smallest of joys, be it meeting our friends, 
or going out with our loved ones. However, we ensured that it did not stop us 
from experiencing the magic and joy of Samarpan. Promising an evening full of 
soulful music, dance and spell-bounding performances by artists from different 
fields, FITOOR- THE CULTURAL EVENING was organized on the 28 of 
February 2021. The evening was filled with performances of people dancing 
to the rhythm of their hearts, singing along to the music of life, reciting words 
from the depth of their hearts, and much more. The evening became even more 
memorable with the presence of Ms. Vanika Sangtani, a famous slam poet and 
the founder of ‘AGED DENIED’, an organization that works to provide educa-
tion to all age groups. We also had the pleasure of hosting Ms. Shreyasi Walia, a 
law graduate from the UK who works as a Professional Meditation Trainer and 
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Spiritual Influencer. Her take on spirituality not only made us fall in love with 
meditation but also encouraged us to become a better version of ourselves.

“It was wonderful to be part of Fitoor. The 
excitement and enthusiasm of the students 
were palpable and infectious. Everyone’s per-
formances were great and it was so good to 
see that people were confident and comfort-
able while performing which says a lot about 
the kind of environment NSS created for their 
participants. It felt like we were all friends 
and part of the same circle. Those 2 hours 
were full of laughter and smiles. It was won-
derful to be part of it!”
- Shreyasi Walia

“I had a great experience being a part of 
Fitoor. To be able to perform in an envi-
ronment that is so full of warmth and joy 
is a dream for any performer. Adding to 
it was the cause that Samarpan stood for, 
testament to NSS members’ selfless ser-
vice and endless warmth!”
- Vanika Sangtani
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Samarpan means dedication and devotion. Carrying forward the legacy of NSS 
SRCC and living up to the name of our event, SAMARPAN 2021 was all about 
devotedly addressing the social issues present in the society through the means 
of our creatively built events and selflessly serving the society with the help 
of our collaboration with Aarohi. However, most importantly it was about the 
shared love, warmth, and joy of our NSS family. NSS SRCC truly believes that 
social service is a great way to find our happiness and SAMARPAN is its big-
gest testament, for it provides us with endless joy and truly cherishable memo-
ries for life.
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Khyaati Bhati

When I think of my life at SRCC, I only remember NSS. The best of friends 
and the best of experiences were with the members of the NSS team. This team 
gave me opportunities and experiences that no one else could have. From running 
around Chandni Chowk to buy award trophies to visiting slums, from organising 
health check-up camps to leading a team of over 30 volunteers and making them 
run around for ‘hours’...all the work was carried out with the hope of it translating 
into marginal societal changes, and this gave me an innate sense of peace. Getting 
to know such talented members, both seniors and juniors, helped me grow every 
single day.
I have met some of the brightest and most compassionate people at NSS during 
these two years, and I will cherish these memories forever.

Social Health Head (2018-19)

Charu Garg

It has been 2 years since my journey with NSS marked its culmination, how-
ever, it feels like yesterday since all memories flood my mind every now and 
then. Having been a volunteer and subsequently the project head of Sanskar, NSS 
formed an integral part of my time at SRCC. In teaching little chirpy kids, so full 
of life and enthusiasm, I grew myself, and in organising fun activities for them, I 
relived my childhood. It was a concoction of countless emotions and today, I am 
proud of the current team for adapting quickly to the pandemic and ensuring that 
the progress of NSS and Project Sanskar remains on track.

Project Sanskar Head (2018-19)
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Khwaish Verma

My journey at NSS SRCC has been one of the biggest turning points in my life. 
I learnt to approach existing issues through different perspectives. Each day that 
I spent at NSS was enriching and full of new opportunities and experiences. Sit-
uations changed, surroundings changed, hurdles changed but one thing that was 
constant throughout the journey was my team - The Cabinet. I might never be 
able to express in words what the NSS team has taught me in my personal and 
professional life. NSS SRCC always strives to serve society in as many ways as 
possible and tries to brainstorm innovative ideas to help various communities 
through various projects. The team not only sets goals but ensures delivery of the 
same. That is what makes it different. I wish I had a time machine to relive my 
journey at NSS SRCC.

Project Kali Head (2019-20)

Mehak Bodh

In my first year, I was asked about my commitments in a society interview. On 
mentioning NSS, the interviewer told me there were other “better” societies in-
volved with social work in the college. And honestly, even though it had been 
only a week since I had joined NSS Sanskar Wing, the comment did not sit well 
with me. It’s surprising how fast NSS becomes a part of your identity, occupying 
a major chunk of your head and your heart. More than the work, it’s the people 
you get attached to; the talks, the smiles, the shared feeling of being able to make 
a difference and do better for people around you. NSS makes you want to stay, 
and trust me, even though I’d completed my tenure, I so desperately wanted to 
continue. Whenever any post comes up on its social media handle, the content 
makes me smile and warms my heart. That is what NSS is about, bringing joy into 
people’s lives, and a smile to their face.

Volunteer (2019-20)
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Danish Mahajan 

When I joined the college in July, the entire campus was brimming with different 
society orientations. It’s very typical of SRCC students to sit for the recruitment 
process of all societies and my decision to apply was fairly influenced by the 
general environment. I was not particularly conscious of doing good for society 
as my formative years in school hadn’t provided me with that sort of exposure. 
In our first semester, NSS conducted a lot of sessions on issues of youth, drug ad-
diction, etc, and even though these sessions were interesting, it was only towards 
the end of the semester that I grew attached to NSS. This was due to a visit that 
NSS conducted to a rehabilitation centre. It was an eye-opening experience for 
me and exposed me to the various cognitive and social difficulties intertwined 
with substance abuse. It acquainted me with the strength and conviction present 
in all of us and helped me understand the concept of privilege on a much deeper 
level. And further, as I understood more about the positive impact created in Proj-
ect Sanskaar and Vishwaas, my love for society continued to grow. Over time, I 
grew extremely connected to the children... There was one specific child whom I 
was especially close to and he, too, would run towards me as soon as he saw me.

In my second year, I was faced with the tough choice of being Sponsorship Head 
at the cost of cabinet positions in other societies. I realized that the kind of role 
NSS had played in my development was paramount as it had pushed me to think 
of more than just myself and had given me bonds that I continue to cherish.  As 
President in the third year, I worked on the overarching vision of the organization, 
tackled meetings, and collaborated with various NGOs on projects connected to 
the theme of NSS. When I track my growth, I feel extremely pleased with the 
varying learnings. As cliché as it sounds, you might exit NSS but NSS doesn’t 
stop being a part of you. I hope I have done justice to the organization and today 
it warms my heart to see it grow at an exponential rate.

Grassroot work is indispensable if you hope to bring about change in society. 
When you’ve worked with like-minded people with a positive vision for society, 
it builds lifelong connections. It’s important to remain conscious of your privilege 
and contribute in the smallest ways you can. Even if you can’t create tangible 
impact, empathizing requires consciousness. When I forward requests of plasma 
to NSS, I always receive responses asking about the wellbeing of the particular 

President (2018-19)
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individual. It’s important to care. When I now see posts about mental health, mar-
ginalized communities’ rights, women empowerment on various handles of NSS, 
I automatically feel so connected and proud.

My feelings for NSS are too vast and dynamic to reduce it to one word. But it’s 
the most wonderful and amazing environment in every sense. You’re going to be 
constantly surrounded by caring people and you’ll develop everlasting bonds. 

 

Anusha Kaul 

At the time of my admission, I saw NSS carrying out their initiatives and helping 
everyone around; I immediately knew I wanted to be a part of their team. When 
I started college, I saw Sanskar kids coming in for their classes, and that caught 
my attention. Social service in itself is very exhilarating and I was excited to be 
a part of the team. The first semester is emotionally and physically draining. You 
are trying to find a place for yourself in college, making new friends, and trying 
to figure out academics. I was involved with Project Sanskar almost every day. I 
knew if something was wrong, I could go back to my kids and they would cheer 
me up. These kids played an important part in my first semester and NSS provid-
ed me with that space in college. In my second year, when I was selected as the 
head of Project Sanskar, we were supposed to stay in college for quite some time, 
but eventually one got used to it . 

NSS in its totality is a wholesome experience. It teaches you about the kids, their 
backgrounds, and their families. You learn a lot about yourself as an individual, 
your limitations, your strengths, your weaknesses. It teaches you about team dy-
namics, and the sacrifices and compromises you have to make. My batchmates 
and teammates helped me throughout this journey. We got to spend so much time 
together and grew into a close-knit family. One incident I vividly recall is cele-
brations on children’s day. We decorated a whole room for them, and that made 
the kids really happy. That day I realised that we can all make a tiny difference, in 

Project Sanskar Head (2019-20)
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whatever capacity. And that motivates me to keep contributing positively in some 
way. Before leaving college, I hope to be able to see sanskar kids in person as I 
have seen them only once or twice since the lockdown last year. 

Once you become a part of NSS and are committed to helping people out, you 
stick with it. The one word to sum up my NSS journey would be “beautiful”. 

 

Ranjana Verma

It all began when I was thrusted upon a society culture that I was previously un-
aware of. “Every student must be a part of a society, it helps you in developing 
skills.”, echoed batchmates and seniors. I missed my initial interview with NSS, 
but later a notice was circulated regarding a final chance to those who had missed 
their interviews for whatever reason. Last chance kaho ya phir pehla kadam..I 
gave my interview and got admitted as a volunteer in Project Sanskar.

“Arey yeh kya celebrate karna, NSS mein toh sabka ho jata hai.” 
Haan sach hai ki sabka ho jata hai, lekin har koi kar nahi pata!
Mere pankhon ko udaan mere unn baccho ne di jinki ankhon mei kucch bada 
karne ki chaah hai... “didi aaj na hum reasoning karenge kyuki pata hai aapko jab 
madam humse aage naukari ke liye pucchengi na toh sawaal yeh books mein se 
hi pucchengi.” Yeh sunkar mein thehar gayi, ummeed aur lakshya yeh do shabdo 
ka asal matlab mujhe unn baccho ne hi sikhaya hai, padhate beshak hum hain 
unhein, lekin humko sikhatein humesha vahi hain! 

Fast forward to second year when I got selected as the Head of Project Sanskar -  
“Ranjana, you are focussed towards Sanskar, but NSS is not about just Sanskar... 
if you get selected you will be the executive member of NSS.” 
Jante ho mein akeli kucch na kar pati, meri team hi mera aainaa bani, mujhe meri 
galtiyan dikhayi, mera hath pakad kar mujhe sahi raah ki taraf mera rukh krvaya.
Mujhse kaha jata hai ki mein NSS- NSS bahut karti hu, aaj mein batati hu- mere 

Project Sanskar Head (2019-20)
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vajood ko ubhara hai, mujhe itna sawara hai, iske kaam ne, iski community ne 
aur sabse badi baat NSS mei jo log hain unhone... they have seen me crying,  and 
if they have celebrated my achievements, they have also been there for me in my 
lows. Samay ka kanta ghumega aur main jaanti hu ki iska sath bhi mujhse chuth 
jayega, par dil mein humesha iske liye ek alag jagah rahegi, yaadein rahengi, aur 
woh safar rahega jisne mujhe asal mein ek insaan banaya. 
NSS is my family, the place where I found myself. 
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NSS FAMILY

2020-21
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NSS means different things to different people. For some, it is a bundle of happiness, service,
satisfaction and gratitude. For me, it was a journey of learning, improving and contributing.

NSS not only gave me an opportunity to understand issues and problems present at ground levels
but also an opportunity to bring about a change through my actions. Undoubtedly, it has helped me

become a better person both personally and professionally.
I had the privilege of working with the NSS of SRCC, first as a volunteer in Project Sanskar and then
as the Project Head of Project Vishwas. While working as a volunteer, I had the opportunity to teach

students, help them with their issues and have fun with them. As the project head, I worked with
specially abled people, marketed their produce, collaborated with various self help groups and much
more. Both were different yet great learning experiences of my life, ones that I will always cherish.  
As is rightly said, a journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step. NSS, SRCC helped me
take that first step. It wasn't easy, it never is. But if you have a heart for service, you can make it

happen and NSS helps you in making it happen.
 

We are committed to the mammoth task of changing the lives of the underprivileged, the mindset of
the society and the perceptions of the people. We aim to achieve this with our small yet significant

steps. 
Custom dictates that wealth is measured by possessions. At NSS, we disagree. We believe that the

more you give, the richer you are. 
 
 
 

Deepanshu Jindal
Project Vishwas Head
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NSS has been one of the best things that has
happened to me in SRCC. I feel extremely grateful for
each and every experience I have gained through NSS
in 2 years. I have learned significant life lessons from
this beautiful journey. I admire each and every person
in this team a.k.a. my family. I feel so happy that I got

an opportunity to contribute my bit in impacting the
lives of hundreds of people, being a part of this

wonderful team.

Deepshika
Project Vishwas Head
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In my opinion, one of the most impressive things about social work is being present in people’s
lives during moments that are generally undisclosed to others. It is truly humbling and gratifying.
My association with NSS has made me realise that community service has a therapeutic impact,
unmatched by any other activity. This journey has taught me to be selfless, altruistic, resilient and

patient. NSS has provided me with a one of a kind exposure and unmasked different facets of
society like adult disability, child development, mental disorders, gender inequality, sanitation

among several others. 
In my freshman year, NSS played an important role by instilling in me values like compassion,

commitment and consistency. NSS is family to me and I am so glad that I got to be a part of this
community that is so solicitous and caring. During these trying times, NSS has consistently and
relentlessly worked towards social welfare and made the unachievable achievable. The strong

bond our team shares makes us believe that we are together even in times of distress. I am
thankful to all my seniors and teammates who have supported me in this journey. From being a
junior team member to leading an integral project of NSS, the process has encouraged me to

grow as an individual. It has allowed me to explore and learn about the different socio-economic
factors of life and helped me in bringing a tangible change in the lives of underprivileged people. 
I am extremely proud to head a team that has managed to work so efficiently and gracefully. All

this wouldn’t have been possible without their efforts. It is rightly said that family isn’t always
blood and NSS truly justifies it. I can say with full confidence that the past two years have made

my life more meaningful, substantial and rewarding. 
 
 

Devika Chaudhary
Project Vishwas Head
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NSS has never been just a college society to me. It has always felt like a family.
Right from volunteering to heading the project, Sanskar became my happy place in
college. The innocent faces of the kids would always bring a smile on my face. The
experience surely broadened my horizon as the kids at Sanskar have contributed a

lot to my growth, as much as I have contributed to theirs.
I can proudly say that joining NSS was one of the best decisions I have ever made.

It has helped me grow as a person and discover my true calling.
NSS has and will always hold a special place in my heart. I am forever thankful and
beyond grateful for all the memories I’ve made in these past two years with my NSS
Family. From running in the corridors looking for an empty classroom to taking extra

classes for the kids even on Sundays to celebrating Children’s Day with them to
playing with paper boats in the rain; from dancing with them at Kiddo Fest to

managing Zoom meetings and organising virtual events for more than a year now;
from volunteering at Aarohi and Naya Sawera NGO even during the pandemic to
living every single moment and making the best out of it, it’s been a wholesome

journey.
 

Kriti Joshi
Project Sanskar Head
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The 26th U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt famously stated, "It is hard to fail, but it is worse never to have
tried to succeed". Truer words have never been spoken. Especially in these difficult times. In March last year,
the future didn’t look very sunny. We were stuck at home, still are in fact. But we are standing our ground like

any other animal with survival instincts would do. Beginning with lighting candles and banging utensils to
actually developing vaccine shots, we made it this far.

Overnight our focus shifted from where to go for parties to immunity, sanitizers and face masks. The nation
owes everything to the brilliant and selfless efforts of our doctors and nurses who worked tirelessly forsaking
their own health and lives in this heroic battle. We lost many doctors and nurses and the sacrifices they made

are of paramount reverence. Apart from physical health, the pandemic also taught us a lot about the
importance of mental health. Pessimism, stress and anxiety seemed to reach an all time high. 

Now as any sensible person would try to see, what did the pandemic teach us? There is a tendency amongst
us, the most intelligent species per se, to think that we know everything. Could anything be further from the
truth? We are literal fools. We aren't the ultimate genetic combination as most people think. We don't know

how important it is to appreciate freedom, to appreciate familial bonds, to appreciate friendship or
companionship and to say this for the nth time, we don't appreciate this planet enough. 

This fight must go on. We cannot afford to lose it. My own strife with these uncertain times was succoured by
the most socially aware and emotionally receptive people who I can easily call a family. NSS was a haven not

just for me but for many who were mentally torn and devastated during the pandemic. While working with NSS,
I too found in me an innate desire to help people and live up to my own principles and I can say that I am

becoming a better person each day.
And the best way to keep up is to always cling to the positive side, for again everything has a happy ending.

But simultaneously we must be realistic and aware of the woes of this world. We must not run away from them.
And in times like these, we have a responsibility too. Remember what NSS has always been saying all along:

we are all in this together.
“RUN TO THE RESCUE WITH LOVE AND PEACE WILL FOLLOW” – River Phoenix

Raj Kesarwani
Project Sanskar Head
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Dear Future Tenzin, consider this message not only for Prerna but also a note to yourself, your
future self. The times you walked the corridors in the hopes of finding an empty room to the

times you decorated an empty room later used in a now-forgotten, once famous South Indian
movie, you will miss it all. It's crazy how we spent two years with NSS, SRCC and still don’t

have enough words to describe our experience, to describe how it felt teaching those innocent
yet extremely naughty kids of Patel Chest, to describe how we took hours to get dressed in

proper ethnic wear for Samapan, to describe those endless Zoom and Google Meet sessions,
to describe how far we have come in such short time. The journey from sitting in room no. 16 for
an interview to become a volunteer to sitting here now, sipping tea and writing a sort of eulogy
for NSS as a cabinet member, we have come a long way! Well, if you have forgotten anything

about it, let me remind you, that you met the most awesome people here and made some
amazing memories, you traveled to gorgeous places and did the craziest things during an

intense lockdown with them. They made you laugh like none other and definitely cared for you
deeply. NSS gave you hope despite the gloomy times and taught you to be bigger and better.
Always be grateful to Anusha, Dhruv and Ranjana for believing in you and not only letting you

volunteer for such a good cause but also for thinking you were worthy enough to be in the
cabinet. So Tenzin, one day when you open Prerna which I know you will because that is what
you do, you keep your favourite memories sealed so that they’re never forgotten and just know

that NSS played a huge part in the person you have become today.

Tenzin Kalsang

Project Sanskar Head 
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NSS has been one of the most incredible things that has happened to me in
college. I feel extremely grateful to be a part of it. It has helped me connect
with the finest people and encouraged me to grow personally. It taught me
crucial lessons in leadership along with instilling different perspectives on

how to serve society. Heading Project Kali has been challenging yet
adventurous. NSS has allowed me to work closely with the unprivileged and
weaker sections of society. Being able to help in uplifting people’s lives, is

altogether a different experience. NSS provides one with an interesting angle
on the problems of the society, it’s not simply focused on discussing and

implementing things, rather it ensures that the gap between the haves and
the have nots is filled. I believe making a difference in others’ lives emanates
joy. I never imagined that my life at college would turn into such a beautiful

motivation to live and work for society. Sometimes the most unexpected
things give you the best experiences in life. I’ll always cherish these years

and thank each and everyone who supported me in this journey. 
Best wishes to everyone! 

 

Mansi Parmar
Project Kali Head 
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When I was all pumped to have fun and explore Delhi, the pandemic hit us. All those
unchecked bucket-list boxes and planned meet-ups came crashing down. It felt like a long

three-month break similar to the one after the board exams, and all that kept me connected to
college was NSS.

Being a part of Project Kali as a first-year student, gave me reality checks on everything. I put
this project as my first preference in the application form because I wanted something new,

something that is challenging and doesn’t confine me to any particular role. After my first visit
to the Shadipur slum, I couldn’t process what I had witnessed. Their plight made me realise
that the actual luxuries in life are- to have a roof over your head, three meals a day, enough
clean water to drink, a family that cares about you and is able to afford standard education. It
disturbs me to date how they’ve accepted this as their fate and are unwilling to do anything
simply because they’re tired of trying. Heading this very project in the second year has been
very challenging but losing touch with the community wasn’t an option. We as a team have

paved our way through and will continue to do so.
Already having bonded with the NSS family virtually, our visits to Jaipur and Nainital were a

treat to my soul especially after months of home confinement. It often makes me wonder what
I did to deserve this whole package- the learnings, the people, the organisation. It is because
of NSS that I can say that I have ‘lived’ college and ‘evolved’ even though the major chunk of
it has been online. All I wish is that these cherished memories forever remain etched onto my

heart. 
 
 

Chestha
Project Kali Head 
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My journey with NSS is one of the best things that has happened in my life. It not only
added so many memories to my college life but also added values of social service,

integrity, and empathy to my life. In the first year of my college, I got the opportunity to
work for the Social Health wing and volunteer for Project Ankush. Every evening, the
smiling faces of children gave a feeling of immense gratification. We’d be surrounded

by the voices of kids saying “Didi aaj sabji mein kya hai? Didi chawal bhi hai aaj?". The
feeling of being able to bring a smile to those innocent faces is beyond this world. All

thanks to NSS for giving me this opportunity to serve the people and the society. 
From working as a volunteer to being part of the NSS cabinet, I can see how much I

have evolved as a person. NSS has taught me nothing can stop you from succeeding
as long as you believe in yourself. In the past year, with all the negativity around, NSS

remained our safe place to share anything and everything and remain positive. The
togetherness and support of the whole team made impossible things possible even in
these uncertain times. Working with the team and the seniors' support made this bond
so strong that I will always cherish these years. When I look back I can see how much

NSS has given me and it will always live in my heart wherever I'll go. The motive of
serving society and spreading smiles will forever continue throughout my life.

 

Muskan Khichi
Project Ankush Head
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2020 was a year of trauma, paranoia, loss, and heartache for everyone, including me.
Life felt grim. With the college shut, we were confined to our rooms. Things became

extremely difficult, especially for a person like me with mental health issues. However,
NSS came to my rescue. Today when I look back, I can happily say that NSS has given

me more than I could have ever asked for. It has given me a loving family and courage, it
has given me a ray of hope amidst all the negativity. It provided me with memories along
with a boost in self-confidence. Just a year back, I was an underconfident person, with
excessive self-doubt, fear in speaking up and taking responsibility. However, this has

changed and I owe this transformation completely to NSS, SRCC. With the help of
encouraging seniors and a very supportive team, I developed a new version of myself.
As I write this, I am overwhelmed with emotions. I have always been inclined towards

social work and have always believed that the satisfaction we get from serving society is
unparalleled and that’s the only reason I joined NSS in the first year of college. I never

knew that a college society could create such an impact on the society, the environment,
and the world. NSS has helped me in giving back to the world. The experience has been
nothing short of pure bliss. I feel extremely grateful, blessed, and privileged to have been

a part of this revered society and for doing my bit for society as a whole. 
 

Adriana Kashyap

Social Empowerment Head
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Mahatma Gandhi once said, " Be the change you wish to see in the world". Everyone has
a spark of social service and support in their hearts, but for lighting the same, a platform

is required. NSS provided me with such a platform. I joined NSS in my first year as a
volunteer in Project Sanskar and participated in various activities, sessions, group

discussions and visits conducted by different projects and wings throughout the year.
Little did I know about the bond that I’ll develop with those underprivileged kids and the
kind of impact it would create. Sharing our knowledge with underprivileged communities
ultimately improves our own knowledge with regards to the ground realities of our world.
As I carried on with the responsibility of leading a team in my second year, it allowed me
to explore various opportunities and manage several responsibilities. These two years at
the National Service Scheme have strengthened my belief that there is no greater joy or
reward than to make a difference in someone's life. At the same time, the organization

has helped me in developing qualities of leadership, teamwork and hard work. From not
believing in myself to understanding the 'Hope for Humanity, the two-year journey has

been enriching. The tenure here, as a volunteer and as a cabinet member has kindled a
sense of gratitude in me, helped me understand the socio-economic aspects of livelihood

and sensitised me more towards the environment, people and society. The sense of
achievement that I get as I reflect on our work will forever keep me inspired and

motivated to continue helping others whilst growing with them. 
 

Shreya Raj
Environment Head
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For anyone associated with NSS, it is not just an organisation or a society but an emotion. I
have been associated with NSS for 2 years now and my experience here has been beyond
amazing. While working, when you talk to a little kid and he replies with innocence, you get

unparalleled satisfaction. 
In the past year, NSS has dealt with a variety of issues including mental health, the stigma
attached to menstruation, gender discrimination and much more. The projects and wings of

NSS, SRCC cover almost all domains of social service. As a student run organization, I feel it is
doing supremely well in terms of its activities, camps, series etc. The wholesomeness of this
organization is what sets it apart from others. Be it through Project Kali, Project Sanskar or

Project Ankush, NSS has always tried to impact lives, even in the times of Covid-19 pandemic. 
Before joining NSS, I was told that anyone can get into NSS as it's not that difficult but no one

told me about the experience of actually staying and living this journey with the amazing people I
have as my co-heads and seniors. In my first year, I was part of Project Ankush wherein we
distributed food collected from the PGs to those in need. Every single day came with a new
experience because we found naughtier kids every single time. When we look at a little child
eating food we served, the happiness we got can never come from materialistic things in the

world. 
I feel honoured that I was given the opportunity to be a part of the NSS family in my second year
as well. NSS has now become a part of my daily routine and I feel everybody should opt for NSS

at least once in their student life to experience this wonderful journey.
 
 
 

Deepali Jain
Social Health Head 
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I always say NSS is my "Nanha Sa Sansaar". Growing up, life gave me many opportunities to serve
the society but NSS is where my passion met my compassion. The different wings of NSS are not

mere departments, they are organs which are vital for its functioning. Being a part of NSS, I've had a
plethora of opportunities to work at the grassroot level of issues and problems and impact lives.
As a volunteer and then as a Head of the Social Support Wing, I participated in numerous visits,

sessions and workshops. All this taught me to use my privilege for the betterment of society. I even
had the opportunity to work outside Delhi and meet the people who are pushed to the periphery of

the society. Meeting and helping cancer patients, orphan children, specially abled people and others
helped me to become a better human being and understand my real motive in life. NSS has helped

me realise that life is not the same for everyone and it is our responsibility to come out of our comfort
zones and help. It has helped me realise that above all, being a good human being is what matters. 
Even in these testing times, we never missed a chance to create physical impacts. From Nainital to
Jaipur, we are working in different states, different cities and different cultures. NSS has become an
important part of my life and here we share an endless bond which we'll cherish for the rest of our

lives.
NSS has come a long way but we still have miles to go. As a team and a family we grow, learn, serve
and strive to create a life which is fair for all. I want to thank each and everyone who has been a part

of my two year journey with NSS with these beautiful lines -
�ज़�दगी म� जीन ेका उ�े�य इसी ने �दखाया ह� 

हर पल को अ�े से जीना हम� NSS न े�सखाया ह�।
 

Tanish Soni 
Social Support Head 
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I can’t express how positive my life became after joining NSS. I joined NSS in my first
year just for the sake of joining a society. Little did I know then about the great influence it

is going to have on me! NSS not only helped me grow as an individual but also as a
socially conscious citizen. It provided me a platform to inspire social consciousness by
working among people and for people. Working for the society and bringing a smile to

people's faces give me immeasurable pleasure, one that I can’t describe in words. 
Pearl S. Buck rightly said, “To serve is beautiful, but only if it is done with joy and a whole

heart and a free mind”. 
NSS gave me that joy and whole heart which selflessly aimed towards the betterment of
society. My mentors at NSS have been really helpful. I understood the real meaning of
togetherness, being kind and helpful. When I was in my first year, I was in the creative

team wherein the activities that were conducted helped me brush up my creative skills as
well! As I stepped in my second year, I was given the responsibility of leading my team

where I was required to show my juniors the path which was shown to me by my seniors.
I am content that I have lived up to the task of being a leader through and through. NSS

is indeed my happy place, my family, where I can rant about anything and everything
wholeheartedly. 

NSS has indeed given me memories to cherish for a lifetime and I’d like to thank god for
helping me meet such wonderful people. 

 

Srishti Soni
Creative Head
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My journey with NSS has been one of the best experiences of my life. My motive to join
NSS in my first year was to get an opportunity to serve society. From being an NSS

volunteer to heading the Marketing and Technical Wing, it has been an extraordinary
journey. As the Wing head, I had the opportunity to continuously put my skills to test

and become more creative in my approach towards work. With the advent of the covid-
19 pandemic, as everything shifted to the online mode, my Wing faced many

challenges but each time our team came out stronger and better.
In tough times of the pandemic, our will to work and serve society did not dim down.

The whole team worked day and night and continues to do so to make the working of
the society as smooth as it was prior to the pandemic. Be it field visits, fundraisers or
the annual fest; everything happened as it did in the normal days, often even better.

Even the inevitable distance that came with the pandemic did not stop us from making
strong bonds with each other. I have met some of the best people in my life here at

NSS and I feel really lucky to have them support me through this time.
The working environment here at NSS is unparalleled. NSS has given me a safe space

to be who I am without any fear of judgement. I have become a really different and
improved version of myself. NSS has given me a family that has always supported me

in my highs and my lows.
 

 

Rubal Jeanwal

Technical and Marketing Head
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There are no words to express my love for NSS, but I would say
NSS has helped me grow as a person and understand where my

true interest lies. I have been very fortunate to be a part of this
amazing family. Working with the juniors, colleagues and seniors
has been a great learning experience. A lot of love to everyone
who supported me throughout my tenure and I wish nothing but
the best to NSS. I’ll cherish it forever as a key part of my college

life. I’ve learnt that it’s important to be a good person above
everything else because what you give, comes back to you. I got
countless opportunities to learn from divergent personalities that
have helped me improve as a person. I would like to thank this
family for being supportive and encouraging me, even in harsh

times. 

Dhruv Seth

Technical and Marketing Head
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I know in my heart that whenever I will think about my college life down the line, the first thing that will come to my mind will be
NSS- all that I learnt here and the people I met through it. It has always been my happy place and allowed me to be myself.

Back in school, I didn’t even know that such organisations existed. But in my first year at college, I got to know about NSS. I was
deeply inspired by NSS- the projects, the wings, the fest and the goodness of the people here. So, I filled the application form

without thinking twice. It was in my first year that I got to know about NSS but it was in my second year that I got to know myself
because of NSS!  

 Being the Sponsorship Head, I not only got the opportunity to communicate with corporates and finalise deals but I also got the
opportunity to serve the society in a way I had never imagined.

Unlike many others, I loved to do the task of corporate calling because I feel it makes you more confident, spontaneous and
improves your decision making skills. There were times when I didn’t get any responses and nothing actually worked out but then

determination and the desire to serve the society helped me in working harder and consistently motivated me. Also, handling a
junior team helped me learn a lot about leadership and team development which I am sure will help me a lot in future. 

NSS covers a diverse range of topics, be it education, community development, fighting hunger, mental health, LGBTQ+
community or menstrual health. We have been able to impact thousands of lives through our social media posts, activities, offline

drives and visits.
The people I met through NSS have such pure hearts. I haven’t felt alone in these testing times because of their comforting

presence. NSS has helped me find a bunch of like minded people who I know will always be there for me and motivate me no
matter what the situation is . 

In all, I got to learn about the different social issues present in society and how we as individuals and as a group can contribute
to improve the situation.

NSS turned me into a better person, a person who wants to listen to others and help them heal. It made me sensitive towards
people, their views and their choices.

NSS gave me a heart for service, a family and thousands of memories to cherish forever. NSS will always have a special place
in my heart.

 
 
 

Aakanksha Jain
Sponsorship Head 
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I have had two magnificent years at NSS. I believe in the value of determination and
discipline and undoubtedly NSS taught me these two things. Like many others, my main
motive to join NSS was to serve and change society. While doing that, we all ended up

helping and supporting each other too, knowingly or unknowingly. 
My journey here began as a member and I worked hard throughout to become the

Sponsorship Head. Being a cabinet member of NSS has made me push my boundaries
and made me aware of my strengths .

I have also learnt that a work environment is never perfect but we have to make it better.
Coming to the members, from the seniors to juniors and my fellow mates, they have all

been compassionate, kind and amazing co-workers. Seniors have been very patient and
helpful while juniors who joined with inspiring views for community service have been a

delight to work with throughout. I wo;; forever be grateful to be a part of this amazing family. 
Everyone in our NSS family has been equally responsible for the success of the society.

Nothing would've happened without my NSS team. Every event, big or small, is worth
celebrating with my NSS family. Especially during these tough times, everyone has been

so patient in helping each other out, no matter what the need is. We, the NSS family, have
not only shared work, we have shared memories and emotions, and these memories are to

be cherished forever. 
 
 

 Vaishnavi 
Sponsorship Head
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